
 

PROFILE 
I am an interdisciplinary artist and recent graduate from the Ruskin School of Art, University of Oxford.                      
As a recent Oxford Fine Art Graduate I am looking to develop my career in the theatre, TV, and film                    
industry. I am a passionate artist with a deep-rooted interest in storytelling through contemporary art                           
and film; its display, and production development.

EDUCATION 
University of Oxford — Fine Art BFA Hons (2018-2021) 

Awarded 2:1 Upperclass Second, received scholarship awarded from St Anne’s College

Manchester Metropolitan University — UAL Level 3 Foundation Diploma in Art and Design                      
(2017-2018) 

Awarded Distinction

The Blue Coat School, Oldham, Greater Manchester (2010-2017)                                              
A Levels Fine Art (A*), English Literature (A), History (A)                                                                            
GCSEs 7 A*-A (including English and Mathematics)

EMPLOYMENT  
Gallery intern, Albion Barn — November 2021-Present 

Gallery intern responsible for duties including welcoming visitors, daily gallery maintenance, and                      
cataloguing of artworks. Provide visitors detailed artist information and maps to the sculpture park,                                
as well as employing interpersonal skills with a range of international commercial clients.                               
Independently update and produce content for the gallery's website and social media platforms daily.

Junior writer, GlobalData Media: Verdict Division — October 2021-December 2021

Writing creative and well-researched content for a range of B2B online content. Conducting client                   
interviews, writing, editing, and proofreading copy. Creating SEO website copy that displays the                     
company’s message in a clear and distinct manner across various media platforms.

INTERNSHIPS AND VOLUNTEERING 
Bodleian workshop coordinator, Bodleian Libraries — August 2021

Worked with Bodleian letterpress technicians to run a public workshop encouraging children and                              
adults to engage with traditional printing processes and book binding techniques.

Content Writer, Progressive Content (Danson Foundation Internship) —July 2021-August 2021

Pitched ideas for and wrote news stories and long-form features for client websites and print magazines,                     
sub-edited and proof-read copy, and sourced imagery. Helped to improve user experience and increase                  
revenue of client’s online content. 
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Exhibition Installation Assistant, Modern Art Oxford — April 2021

Supported costume designer Ann Tutt in the production of a complex sculptural commission for artist                     
Samson Kambalu.  Assisted in the physical installation of sculptural works in main art gallery; able to                            
use power tools to install artworks.

Digitisation Intern, The Courtauld — December 2020

Worked independently to create long form online content for The Courtauld’s website based on                                
research from The Conway Collection with the aim to encourage others to get enthused by public                            
archives. Digitised their collection through labelling images and corresponding information into                                
their online database.

Exhibition Coordinator, St Anne’s College Oxford — 2019-2020

Curated the exhibition displays and assisted artists in the installation of their work. Produced                             
promotional material including leaflets, posters, and online event informational material.                                     
Conducted meetings with academic staff, mediated between artists and function organisers. 

Costume Assistant Oxford Playhouse — December 2019 - February 2021

Helped to develop costume concepts for theatre productions; worked with costume director and                          
production team to produce a coherent costume theme and source clothing for the production based                              
on this brief. During live performances helped actors with quick costume and assisted the stage                            
production team with prop and set changes. 

Artist Assistant, Ruskin School of Art  — May 2019 

Worked one-on-one with an artist to assist them in staging their degree show. Undertook practical                                
tasks such as plinth building, stud-wall construction, and large-scale sculptural installation.                                      
Created photographic documentation to be used on their social media and professional platforms. 

SKILLS  
- Proficient hand sewer; confident seamstress, able to use sewing machines and overlockers. 

- Confident operating and instructing others to use a variety of intaglio presses including Albion                                    
and star-wheel etching presses. 

- Confident in using power tools to construct and install artworks. Have previous experience using                              
such tools in a professional setting at Modern Art Oxford. 

- Competent with Microsoft programmes, such as Word, Excel, and Powerpoint and Apple                             
programmes. Proficient with photo editing softwares, such as Affinity Photo and Adobe Creative                       
software.  
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